
, 

Jennifer Pennington 
Attorney, Disclosure Unit 
U.S. Office of Special Counsel 
1730 M Street, NW 
Suite 300 
Washington, DC 20036 

By Electronic and First-Class Mail 
September 25, 2009 

Re: OSC File No. DI .. 08-1708 

Dear Ms. Pennington: 

On August 21,2009, you forwarded to Christopher Monteleon a copy of the report of 
investigation that the Office of Special Counsel (HOSC") received from the Honorable Ray 
LaHood, Secretary of Transportation, in response to Mr. Monteleon's allegation of a violation of 
law, rule, or regulation, gross mismanagement, an abuse of authority, and a substantial and 
specific danger to public safety by employees at the Department of Transportation and Federal 
Aviation Administration. On September 2, 2009, the OSC granted Mr. Monteleon an extension 
until September 25,2009, to submit comments to the report. Enclosed you will find Mr. 
Monteleon's comments, through counsel, to the Honorable LaHood regarding the Department of 
Transportation's report of investigation. 

Mr. Monteleon has also consented to the public release of these comments. Accordingly, 
enclosed you will find a signed Consent to Public Release of Written Comments on Agency 
Report form. 
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, 

The Honorable Ray LaHood 
Secretary of Transportation 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Ave, SE 
Washington, D.C. 20590 

By Electronic and First-Class Mail 
September 25, 2009 

Re: OSC File No. DI-08-1708 

Dear Honorable LaHood: 

As you are aware, Christopher Monteleon has served as an Aviation Safety Inspector 
("ASI") at the Federal Aviation Administration ("FAA" or "the Agency") for over twelve years. 
Beginning in 2004 when he became the Principal Operations Inspector ("POI") for Colgan Air, 
he began to observe a highly troubling and cozy relationship between Colgan Air and his FAA 
superiors-a relationship in which the air carrier's bottom line was consistently placed ahead of 
public safety. After four years of attempting to change this dynamic within the FAA and 
enduring repeated retaliation for his efforts, on April 16, 2008, ASI Monteleon disclosed to the 
Office of Special Counsel (HOSC") the many violations of law, rules, and regulations he had 
observed while an ASI, the instances he witnessed in which FAA officials abused their authority, 
and the substantial and specific danger to public safety created by Colgan Air's operation and the 
FAA's failure to adequately regulate the air carrier. On June 18,2008, the Special Counsel 
found that there was a substantial likelihood that his disclosures involved a violation of law, 

of (lIt",·!'"\".. .... ,,,,· 
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for to 
Forum (Sept. 10,2009). The Colgan Air crash of February 12, 2009, which resulted in 50 
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fatalities, is a tragic embodiment of that trend and has awoken many in the industry, in Congress, 
and in the flying public to the need for critical reforms within the aviation industry and within 
the FAA. 

If the FAA is truly to reform itself, it must recognize its role in failing to prevent the 
unnecessary deaths of the passengers on that Colgan Air flight. For over a year before the 
Colgan tragedy, ASI Monteleon had repeatedly informed FAA officials, ranging from his direct 
supervisor to the Associate AcL.l1inistrator for Aviation Safety, of the slipshod safety and training 
operations of Colgan Air and of the inappropriately cozy relationship between Colgan Air 
management and its regulators in the FAA field office that was charged with monitoring its 
compliance with federal aviation regulations ("FARs"). The FAA's refusal to investigate 
properly ASI Monteleon's warnings and disclosures allowed Colgan Air's culture of lax safety to 
thrive. While the National Transportation Safety Board ("NTSB") has yet to issue its report on 
the probable causes of the Colgan Air crash, this much is clear: that had Colgan Air had a culture 
that prioritized safety over profit, its pilots would have been given the training and experience 
necessary to prevent the accident. The FAA's culpability in allowing Colgan Air to foster a 
corporate culture that disregarded safety cannot be ignored. 

The Inspector General's Report, however, does just that. The Inspector General strips the 
significance from ASI Monteleon's disclosures by only considering each in isolation and never 
addressing the fact that, when viewed as a whole, the disclosures revealed an air carrier that was 
cutting corners at every turn and regulators who were willing not only to turn a blind eye to this 
behavior, but to assist. In fact, only once-in a footnote-does the acknowledge that 
Monteleon's were related at to only 

to 
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not docwnenting those exceedences. rd. The Report continues by detailing the pilot's aversion 
to complying with regulatory requirements, such as docwnenting an additional airspeed 
exceedence and the non-operation of a communication system. rd. at 5, 9. Tellingly, the pilot in 
question was the pilot responsible for certifying that new Colgan Air pilots could safely fly the 
new Colgan Air Dash 8 aircrafts-the same type of aircraft that crashed in Buffalo on February 
12, 2009. Despite the importance of ensuring that this pilot was fully trained on the aircraft 
because he would be testing and certifying new pilots, neither the Company nor the FAA 
required him to retrain. Instead, they allowed him to continue qualifying pilots on the Dash 8 
despite his own demonstrated inabiHty to fly in compHance with the aircraft limits and his 
willingness to violate federal aviation regulations. The pilot's behavior and the Company's 
failure to retrain or discipline him for his violations demonstrate the Company's culture of 
disregard for safety procedures and federal regulations. This, of course, is the same culture that 
led Colgan to send two overly fatigued pilots, who had been inadequately trained in icing 
conditions, to fly 44 passengers to Buffalo, New York, in the middle of winter. The FAA had 
the opportunity to require Colgan Air to clean up its operations back in 2008; it chose to ignore 
the problems, and 50 people died as a result. 

Second, the Report acknowledges that there were multiple deficiencies in Colgan's 
Aircrew Designated Examiner ("i\DE") program, an importallt Colgfu"1 Air operations prograrn. 
Id. at 11. This program allows Colgan Air employees, instead of FAA Aviation Safety 
Inspectors, to give practical tests-known as check rides-to pilots to qualify those pilots to fly. 
The failure of a company to properly verify that its pilots are capable of flying is the exact type 
of problem that leads to serious safety issues, such as inadequately trained pilots. Colgan Air is 
not alone in the blame, however. According to the Report, the Washington Standards 

Certificate Management Team "cut and pasted" an emergency procedure that 
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was not analyzed, tested or approved into the Dash 8 operations manual in response to ASI 
Monteleon's discovery that the manual's emergency procedures checklist for landing with a 
single engine was incomplete. Id. at 15. By attempting to substitute the emergency procedure, 
the POI not only could have placed the lives of any passengers onboard an aircraft with that 
manual in jeopardy, but also exceeded the role of an Aviation Safety Inspector. The job of an 
Aviation Safety Inspector is to provide regulatory oversight over the air carrier, not to do the 
work required to be in compliance with federal aviation regulations. For the POI to take this 
action demonstrates that he was so in league with Colgan Air that he was comfortable with 
helping Colgan Air cut comers in the completion of its duties, an arrangement that exacerbated 
an already dangerous situation. The Report confirms that the POI overstepped the regulatory 
boundaries of an Aviation Inspector, stating that "the POI was too willing to do Colgan's work 
for them, rather than requiring the carrier to do the work, with his oversight." Id. at 16. 

The overly friendly relationship between the Washington FSDO and Colgan Air did not 
end with the POI. The Report documents that the Supervisor of the Colgan Air Certificate failed 
to investigate ASI Monteleon's report of the Colgan pilot flying outside of the aircraft's 
limitations and of violating federal aviation regulations. Id. at 7. The report also acknowledged 
that when Washington FSDO staff finally did inquire into the incident, it disregarded ASI 
Monteleon's report of the exceedences and violations because the pilot alleged that "he did not 
believe he committed any FAR violation, and thus would not have been required to log the 
alleged airspeed exceedences." Id. at 10. Such an explanation for disregarding the report of an 
experienced ASI demonstrated an overt bias favor of the air carrier. A pilot violates federal 
aviation regulations if he fails to record exceeding the aircraft's limitations, regardless of 
whether he thinks he did. 14 C.F.R. § 121.563. The Washington FSDO staff had several means 

ex(~ee(1eC1 the a reading 
to 

secure or 
Office Manager not had an overly solicitous and cozy relationship with Colgan Air management, 
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ASI Monteleon's rigorous enforcement of the federal aviation regulations would have been 
correctly viewed as a positive trait in an Aviation Safety Inspector. Given the documented 
incompetence of the pilots on the Colgan Air flight to Buffalo, the Colgan Air pilots were likely 
justified in their fear of failure, as they likely lacked the necessary training and skill to fly the 
new aircraft in the first place. If the FAA had stood behind the inspector who demanded that 
Colgan Air meet federal safety standards, Colgan Air would have had to improve its pilot 
training programs, and the pilots of the February 12,2009, Colgan flight to Buffalo would 
more likely have had the proper training and experience necessary to have flown the airplane 
C":lf'""tu 
..JU.1.'-'.lJ. 

Crashes like the February 1 2009, Air Buffalo flight are avoidable. lfthe 
system is working correctly, air carriers have the incentive to operate safely because the 
vigilantly oversees their operations and will the necessary administrative and legal 
enforcement action to ensure that the air carrier adheres to safety standards. With its 
Service" Initiative l and an unwillingness to in any way impede the operations of air carriers, the 
FAA lost sight of its role in this relationship. You and the FAA administrator, however, have 
told the American public and Congress that it is a "new day" at the Unfortunately, the 
Inspector General's Report does nothing to demonstrate a new approach, but rather continues to 
justify the status quo by disregarding presented by internal whistleblowers, blindly 
accepting the self-serving excuses of FAA management and air and YYl1rl1rn1 

undeniable safety problems. 
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1. Colgan Air Pilot-In-Command Exceeded Aircraft Limitations Multiple Times and 
Violated Federal Aviation Regulations2 

The Inspector General's Report begins by affirming ASI Monteleon's disclosure that the 
Colgan Air pilot, William Honan, violated federal aviation regulations by exceeding the Dash 8 
airframe airspeed limitation three times and by failing to record two of these exceedences in the 
aircraft maintenance logbook. However, the Report immediately attempts to diminish the 
significance of AS! Monteleon's disclosures at"1d cOlnpletely ignores that these violations were 
symptomatic of the deeper problems of Colgan Air's unsafe operations and the FAA's failure to 
regulate this regional airline. 

In its attempt to dilninish the ilnport of Monteleon's disclosures regarding Captain 
Honan's violations, the Report first states that the violations were only two to three knots each 
instance. Id. at 7. This assertion is baseless, however, as shown by the Report's failure to cite to 
any evidence supporting it. The most contemporaneous documentation of the aircraft speed 
comes from ASI Monteleon's report to Principal Maintenance Inspector ("PMI") and Principal 
Avionics Inspector ("PAl") and to his supervisors of Captain Honan's airspeed exceedences and 
his failure to enter those exceedences into the Colgan maintenance log. C. Monteleon, 
Email re: DHC-8 Limitation Exceedences (Jan. 20, 2008), attached as Exhibit 1. In this email 
ASI Monteleon states that the first exceedence was approximately four to six knots and the 
second exceedence was approximately to ten ki~ots. In that email, he also requested the PMI 

to determine the actual airspeeds. These exceedences were given that, 
according to the Bombardier Manual 
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days after the event. The entry stated that the aircraft did not exceed two to three knots and that 
during each of the exceedences in question the aircraft was below an altitude of 10,000 feet. See 
Colgan Air Maintenance Log for Aircraft N189WQ, attached as Exhibit 3 (entry date is at top 
right hand corner of log entry). The employee who entered this maintenance discrepancy into 
the log, Dean Bandavanis, was not in the cockpit during the flight and could not have retrieved 
this information from the digital flight data recorder because he never had access to the device. 
The Report's reliance on this statement is inexcusable, since Mr. Bandavanis's statement was not 
based on either personal observation or the flight recorder and was recorded almost thirteen 
weeks after the event. i\~SI r-v1onteleon, by contrast, observed the exceedences firsthand and 
concurrently recorded his observations. The Report's reliance upon Mr. Bandavanis' s suspect 
maintenance log entry demonstrates the biased approach the DOT used when conducting its 
investigation and drafting its report to the 

The Report then excuses the FAA's failure to pursue an enforcelnent action against 
Captain Honan based on his violations by blaming ASI Monteleon for not following required 
reporting or notification procedures for reporting Captain Honan's violations. Id. at 7. First 
reporting a possible violation observed while conducting surveillance, either verbally or in 
writing via email.issufficientunderFAAprocedure.FAAOrder2I50.3d.Ch. 2, 3( d). The 
ASI's surveillance observations are later recorded in a subsequent enforcement investigation 
report ("EIR") that serves as primary evidence in the EIR. FAA Order 2150.B, Ch. 4, 10. 
Months often pass between the initial recording of a possible violation and the initiation of the 
EIR because the Aviation Safety Inspector will often attempt to remediate the situation without 
legal enforcement action and will only initiate the EIR once it is the remedial training 
has failed. FAA Order 8900.1, Vol. 14, Ch. 1, § 1, 14-5(D)(2). 

but instead monitored Colgan Air's remedial action to 
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determine the requirement for subsequent legal enforcement action. See D. Lundgren, 
Handwritten Note to C. Monteleon (Jan. 20, 2008), attached as Exhibit 5 ("Please draft up for my 
signature the letter suspending the initial cadre check airman and APD designation for Bill 
Honan. Also's let [ sic] make an attachment submitting your requirements for Bill's 
retraining[.]"). On February 28, 2008, upon learning that Colgan Air had failed to undertake the 
remedial action, ASI Monteleon proceeded with filing an EIR and initiating a formal 
enforcement action. Each step of his investigation and enforcement action adhered to FAA 
procedures. 

Even if ASI Monteleon had not followed proper FAA procedures, the failure on the part 
of the Washington FSDO managers and inspectors, who ASI Monteleon had put on notice of the 
possible violations, to investigate violated procedure, is an inexcusable failure to fulfill 
their duties, since all FAA enforcement personnel must investigate and appropriately address 
every apparent or alleged violation. FAA Order 2] 50.3B, Ch. 2(3)( d) (Oct. 1, 2007). Every 
Washington FSDO staff member who was copied on that email was on notice of the violations, 
failed to investigate theIn, and, therefore, violated FAA procedure. 

The Report also excuses FAA's failure to pursue a legal enforcement action against 
Captain Honan or Colgan Air by assel1ing that the Washington FSDO Office Manager, Nick 
Scarpinato, determined that there were mitigating facts" to warrant erasing the 
enforcement action, than closing open investigation with "no " as required under 
FAA procedure. FAA Order 2150.3B, Ch. 2(a)(I). This justification for the FAA's 
actions does not withstand scrutiny, however. As the FAA did not investigate 
Captain Honan's January 1 2009, violations. DOT Report at 7. to investigate is a 

21 It is a""""'""""'''' 

differentiate between "minor mechanical irregularities" and major ones. 
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Manager Scarpinato cited is that the Captain had only two hours of experience flying in the 
actual aircraft, with the rest of his experience in a simulator. DOT Report, at 8. However, 
Captain Honan was one of the most experienced pilots at Colgan Air with years of experience
certainly sufficient experience to know that not recording a mechanical irregularity, such as three 
airspeed exceedences, violated federal aviation regulations and potentially compromised the 
structural integrity of the aircraft. The final factor cited by Office Manager Scarpinato was that 
the aircraft manufacturer's maintenance manual allegedly required no inspection given the 
airspeed, the length of the exceedence, and the alleged fact that the aircraft was below 10,000 
feet. Id. Had the aircraft been under 10,000 feet, Office Manager Scarpinato would have been 
correct that no inspection was necessary. However, a qualified Colgan Air maintenance 
technician had to make that decision, which required Captain Honan to report the exceedences 
into the maintenance log. Also, ASI Monteleon observed and reported that at least one of the 
exceedences took place at an altitude higher than 10,000 feet, which meant that an inspection 
was required. See C. Monteleon, FAA Memoranda 7530-00-222-0728 (Jan. 19,2008), attached 
as Exhibit 6 (stating aircraft entered an altitude of 11,000 feet and continued flying to an altitude 
of 16,000). 

By seeking to portray ASI MonteJeon' s disclosures "regarding Captain Honan's violations 
and Colgan Air's failure to properly retrain him as inconsequential, the Report has failed to 
critically examine how the FAA ignored or missed the different warning signs that Colgan Air 
was not running a safe operation. Instead of explaining away the importance of ASI 
Monteleon's disclosures, the Report should have explored how and why the Washington FSDO 
came under the sway of Colgan Air and what changes are to ensure that the Agency's 
mISSIon prioritizing safety is not by an 
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Captain Honan responded to ASI Monteleon' s attempts to mitigate the potential violation 
in a hostile manner. The Report states that Captain believed that the problem was 
external to the aircraft, specifically that the "airspace in which the aircraft was operating was not 
transmitting an electronic signal for ACARS to receive." Id. at 9. It is possible that the non
operation of the ACARS during the flight was caused by the aircraft entering a zone in which 
signals were either not transmitted from the ground or not received by the aircraft ACARS. 
However, since Captain Honan lacked the equipment, the maintenance qualification, or the 
authorization to determine the cause of the ACARS inoperative condition, the appropriate action 
for Captain Honan to take was to log the maintenance discrepancy as required by 14 C.F.R. § 
121.563. Captain Honan's initial refusal to take the steps necessary to ensure the safe operation 
of the aircraft is reflective Colgan culture of cutting corners on Issues 
order to increase revenue. 

3. Pilot-In-Command Continued to Fly Despite his Unsafe Level of Fatigue 

ASI Monteleon reported to the FAA that Captain Honan displayed clear physical signs of 
extreme fatigue and that Captain Honan himself even admitted that he displayed poor judgment 
when chose to fly despite this unsafe of fatigue. One of the primary potential causes for 
the Colgan Air Crash of February 1 2009, was the unsafe fatigue levels of the pilots. It has 
become well recognized that regional air carrier pilots, especially those at Colgan Air, suffered 
from extraordinary levels of fatigue because of the scheduling placed on them by 
air carrier, which negatively affected piloting skills and safety 
pa5;serlge:rs 3 

4 

§16 (2009). 
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The Report disregards ASI Monteleon' s report of Captain Honan's unsafe fatigue level 
because it asserts that he did not report Captain Honan's fatigue until "weeks later." DOT 
Report, at 10. This statement is false. ASI Monteleon reported Captain Honan's fatigue on 
January 19, 2008, at about 8:45 pm to Assistant Manager Lazaris. ASI Monteleon also reported 
to Assistant Manager Lazaris that Colgan Air Director of Operations LaDonn Nunn was present 
telephonically during the debriefing and heard Captain Honan admit to being fatigued and using 
poor judgment in continuing the flight to Charleston, West Virginia. On January 21,2008, he 
also reported Captain Honan's fatigue in writing to POI Lundgren and Supervisor Roberts. See 
C. ~v1onteleon, Enlail to D. Lundgren (Jan. 21, 2009), p. 2, attached as Exhibit 7. He also 
counseled Colgan Air management regarding Captain Honan's observed fatigue in a meeting on 
January 28, 2008 at Colgan Air, which was also attended by POI Lundgren. The fact that the 
Report ignores these reports demonstrates either that the DOT investigator failed to adequately 
investigate the issue or that he overlooked key evidence that supported the validity of ASI 
Monteleon's disclosure regarding this matter. way, the Report's conclusion on this point 
is clearly questionable at best. 

The Report also explains its dismissal of ASI Monteleon's report of fatigue by citing 
Captain Honan's assertion that he now ever expressing to ASI Monteleon that he was 
fatigued. DOT Report, at 10. Captain has strong incentives to about his fatigue level 
and about what he admitted to ASI Monteleon the night of January 19, 2008, because flying 
when fatigued is a safety-of-flight issue and could result in an enforcement action against 

14 § 91.13. The Report blindly accepts Captain Honan's self-serving assertions even 
though his other assertions that he did not exceed airspeed lin1itations were debunked. In 
'-'VAlLI-AU,.)"'- ASI Monteleon's day, 
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4. Recommendation of the Cancellation of Colgan Air "Dash 8" Aircrew Designated 
Examiner Program 

ASI Monteleon became so concerned by his observations of Captain Honan's unsafe 
flying and willingness to violate federal aviation regulations during the January 19, 2008, 
proving runs that he recommended that the FAA cancel the Dash 8 Aircrew Designated 
Examiner ("ADE") program and Captain Honan's qualification as an Aircrew Program Designee 
("APD"). As described above, the ADE program allows Colgan employees as designees of 
the Administrator, to give practical tests to pilots in the place of FAA Aviation Safety Inspectors. 
These tests, known as check rides, qualify those pilots to fly a specific type of aircraft. A 
successful ADE program depends on APDs maintaining the same standards of professionalism, 
integrity, pilot skills, and safety as an FAA inspector. If an APD comprOinises his standards for 
the sake of airline scheduling commitments or profit, the ADE program is out of safety 
compliance and, therefore, cannot successfully till its role of certifying pilots. ASI Monteleon 
cited specific reasons that Captain Honan's APD status should be stripped, including his 
unprofessional attitude towards an F AA Aviation Safety Inspector, unwillingness and failure to 
report maintenance discrepancies, his failure to recognize that the engine-failure checklist was 
not current, three times exceeding the airspeed limitations of the aircraft, and his failure to 
recognize his unsafe fatigue level. Exhibit 5. On February 2008, ASI Monteleon 
submitted a memorandum to the Washington FSDO management in which he reported his 
concerns with the Colgan Air Dash 8 and Captain status. On 
February 28, 2008, he filed a legal enforcement action against Captain Honan in accordance with 
federal regulatory requirements based on previously reported violations he had observed. 

to '"'" ... "'A ....... U .... ..., 

disclosures or to acknowledge that the Washington FSDO management knowingly allowed 
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Colgan Air to operate its Dash 8 program in an unsafe manner 
federal aviation regulations.5 

was not compliance with 

Equally as important, the Report also overlooks the ongoing problems with the Colgan 
Air ADE program. According to the Report, the March 2008 Washington FSDO assessment 
identified a number of deficiencies in the Colgan Air ADE program on the part of both Colgan 
Air and the Washington FSDO. at 11. The Report states that all these deficiencies were 
corrected by April 30, 2008. rd. at 12. However, in the next paragraph, the Report states that in 
May 2009, another FAA assessment of the Colgan Air ADE program again identified multiple 
deficiencies on the part of Colgan Air and the Washington FSDO. The Report does not state 
whether these deficiencies were the same as those identified in the prior assessment. If they were 
the same, the Report contains false findings that the corrective action was complete by April 30, 
2008. If they were not the same, it means that Colgan Air progrmTI continued to develop 
additional deficiencies the FAA's having already found its progralTI deficient. Either 
option is a serious safety problem, both of which Report completely ignores. 

Additionally, the Report attempts to minimize problems found in the May 2009 ADE 
Assessment Report by "[n]one findings regulatory non-compliance 
warranting enforcement action." This is a gross misstatement of what the May 2009 ADE 
Assessment Report found. Specifically, the Assessment Report stated, "Major findings: 
Operator deficiencies which could adversely affect safety and which have gone undetected, 
unreported, or uncorrected. And, Management which opinion of the 
assessment have on the pttpf'tn.lp·np·;;:1;;! 
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5. FAA Management Directed ASI Monteleon to Terminate an Enforcement Action Against 
Colgan Air Because of Colgan Air Complaints and, to Further Appease Colgan Air, 
Removed Monteleon from his Position as APM 

A. Colgan Air's Complaint led to the FAA's subsequent investigations of ASI 
Monteleon and his Removal as APM for the Colgan Air Dash 8 Program 

The Report disregards ASI Monteleon's assertion that his investigation into Captain 
Honan's violations was impeding Colgan Air's schedule to bring the Dash 8 into revenue 
service. ASI Monteleon, however, provided the DOT IO investigator with documentary proof 
connecting his report of those violations and the FAA's concern about Colgan Air meeting its 
contractual deadline. In a March 17, 2008, Memorandum, Office Manager Scarpinato explained 
that his decision to strip ASI Monteleon of his in-flight duties as APM was "required" because 
management needed to "immediately respond to Operator's scheduling needs, which was 
an issue at the time." N. Scarpinato, Memorandum Re: Step 2 Response (Mar. 17,2008), 
attached as Exhibit 8 (emphasis added). The "scheduling needs" referenced in this memorandum 
was the February 4, 2008, scheduled date for Colgan Air's first revenue flights on behalf of 
Continental Airlines. ASI Monteleon' s persistence in reporting Captain Honan's violations 
jeopardized Colgan Air's ability to receive its certification in time to meet this contractual 
deadline. Office Manager Scarpinato's statelnent can only be seen for what it damning 
admission that the Washington FSDO management sidelined ASI Monteleon because he 
properly fulfilled his duties as a regulator instead of stepping into with the Washington 
FSDO management's practice of ensuring that the Company met its deadlines 

,",IO:.,",U\ .. U,",,,,,,, of cost to 
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language indicating to Office Manager Scarpinato ASI Monteleon' s continued vigilance 
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regarding safety matters would negatively impact the cozy relationship between the FAA and 
Colgan Air. Such language is classic criticism against whistleblowers who invariably are 
charged with not being team players or sufficiently collaborative and are further criticized for 
being difficult, uncooperative or disruptive. 

As for the complaints by several other Washington FSDO employees on the Certificate 
Management Team, these Aviation Safety Inspectors had already shown a frightening 
willingness to do what it took to ensure that Colgan Air met its deadline, such as failing to 
investigate violations and doing Colgan Air's work for it. at 7, 16. It is a reasonable 
deduction that they were also willing to complain to the Office Manager that ASI Monteleon was 
preventing them from acconlplishing their work because they shared Colgan'S preoccupation 
with schedule to the detrinlent of air safety. grounds for the investigation were clearly 
concocted to rid Colgan of the nuisance of ASI Monteleon, not to address valid safety or 
personnel concerns. 

According to the Report, Office Manager Scarpinato eventually terminated ASI 
Monteleon's detail as the APM for Colgan Air because the results bogus investigation 
that was initiated to reach a preordained conclusion. at 13. Specifically, the investigation 
allegedly resulted in ten Colgan Air pilots cOlnplaining that they feared ASI Monteleon would 
suspend their pilot certificates if they were forced to fly with him. that ASI Monteleon 
had already reported that the most qualified Colgan pilot was not skilled enough to pilot 
Dash 8, it is not surprising that other less experienced and less qualified pilots feared they too 
could not pass a check ride flying the new aircraft. fact these they 

not 
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A detailing of the events regarding ASI Monteleon's removal from the Colgan Air 
Certificate Management Team and the eventual end to his detail at the Washington FSDO are 
necessary due to the Report's description of them. On March 13,2008, Office Manager 
Scarpinato removed ASI Monteleon from the Colgan Air Certificate Management Team and 
assigned him as Assistant POI for Compass Airlines, a position that was still within the 
Washington FSDO. This position was a demotion for ASI Monteleon because, had Mr. 
Monteleon remained in his position as Compass Air i\ssistant POI tPJough July 21, 2009, his pay 
grade would have been reduced from FG-14 to FG-13. Thus, beginning on March 13,2008, ASI 
Monteleon was no longer a member of the Colgan Air Certificate Management Team. It was the 
removal of ASI Monteleon from the Colgan Air Certificate Management Team and his demotion 
to Assistant POI that Manager Scarpinato did to appease Colgan Air, not the termination 
of ASI Monteleon's detail to the Washington 

an effort to ensure that the violations he observed were actually investigated and 
addressed and to vindicate his rights, in April 2008, Mr. Monteleon disclosed Colgan Air's 
safety violations and OUice Manager Scarpinato' s retaliation to the FAA Eastern Region Flight 
Standards Division Manager through an internal FAA systeln. Immediately after he 
made this report, two Inanagers began investigating ASI Monteleon instead of investigating 
the Washington lnanagement and Airlines. The however, terminated the 
retaliatory investigation after ASI Monteleon reported the abuse of the internal reporting system 
to the Associate Administrator Aviation Safety on I 2008. 
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action without conducting a full investigation 

The Report completely exonerates Washington FSDO management's demand that ASI 
Monte1eon erase his enforcement action against Colgan Air, even though management breached 
FAA procedure by making him erase the enforcement action instead of simply closing the 
enforcement action. FAA procedure allows for an Office Manager to close an enforcement 
action if there is insufficient evidence that a violation occurred. See FAA Order 2150.3B, Ch. 4, 
2(a)(1). It does not, however, provide that a Supervisor, or even an Office Manager, can entirely 
erase an enforcement action, as the manager's decision would then never subject to review or 
audit. 

In response to ASI Monteleon's continued investigation Honan's violations, 
Colgan Air Certificate Management Supervisor Roberts forced hiJTI to out 
number assigned to the enforcement action so that number would reused and there would 
be no documentary trace his violation. Washington FSDO FY2008, attached 
as Exhibit 9 (EIR Number 2008EA2700 17). Supervisor Roberts also advised him that the 
Washington FSDO's position was that "those violations never happened." The Washington 
FSDO management made this determination without conducting an investigation into the 
potential violation, in violation of their duty to do so. Order 21 2, 
3(d). 
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("ATOS,,).6 These reports were timely according to FAA Procedure. See FAA Order 2150.3B, 
Ch. 2, 3(h), Ch. 3, 4(e). The Report was incorrect in stating that there is a requirement that the 
report be entered into these databases within three days, since the time limit for investigating 
violations is six months. See 2150.3B, Ch 2, Fig 4.1. 

The Report also incorrectly and misleadingly asserts that AS! Monteleon failed to obtain 
the necessary documentary evidence for an enforcement action. DOT Report, at 14. AS! 
Monteleon had already obtained a substantial body of evidence 7 before the Washington FSDO 
management forced him to erase the enforcement action. More importantly, however, Office 
Manager Scarpinato's assertion that he closed the case because ASI Monteleon's case was too 
weak is misleading. ASI Monteleon' s never allowed him to conduct a complete 
investigation. Accordingly, even if he had insufficient evidence to initiate an enforcement 
action-a contention with which we strongly disagree-it is the fault of the Washington FSDO 
manag~rs-not ASI Monteleon. The Report's handling of this disclosure again shows that the 
DOT refused to acknowledge the cozy relationship between the Washington FSDO staff and 
Colgan Air management that helped foster the Company's culture of disregarding safety at the 
price of air safety. 

6. Colgan Air's Program Operated Without a Trained APM, Resulting in Less 
Qualified Aviation Safety Inspectors Overseeing the Dash 8 Pilot Training 

The Report states that there is no evidence supporting 
Office Manager Scarpinato' s removal ASI Monteleon 

an 
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Air-FAA Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU"), resulting in three unqualified Aviation 
Safety Inspectors overseeing the Colgan Air Dash 8 ADE program. DOT Report, at 15. 
However, it then immediately admits that there was a two-month period in which Lundgren 
carried out the APM duties. While type-rated in the Dash 8, POI Lundgren had not been 
trained in Colgan Air's pilot training program and was, therefore, unqualified to serve as APM 
under the Colgan Air-FAA MOU. ASI Monteleon, on the other hand was the only FAA 
A viation Inspector who had completed Colgan Air's pilot training program, making him the only 
qualified Aviation Safety Inspector under the MOU to serve as APM. The Report ignores this 
fact completely. 

7. POI Lundgren hnproperly 
Manual for the Dash 8 

Edited, Reviewed, and nn1"'n''''~r1 the Aircraft Flight 

In November 2008, ASI Monteleon discovered that an emergency checklist procedure in 
the Bombardier Dash 8 aircraft flight manual ("AFM") was inco111plete. Such a discrepancy was 
a violation of multiple federal aviation regulations8 a serious safety concern because a pilot 
using the incomplete procedure while in flight would have no way of knowing how to safely 
complete the emergency checklist procedure for landing with one engine inoperative. 

If proper procedures had been followed, this error in the AFM would have 
delayed approval of Colgan company flight manual ("CFM") until the Bombardier AFM 
was revised and approved. Order, Vol. 10, 6, § 3 both the FAA 
Flight Manual 
roholnn,::>c< to 

121.1 
2.1 

8 
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Office. FAA Order 8900.1, 3-3232. Second, even if POI Lundgren had the authority to approve 
the revision, the revision did not meet the standard necessary for approval because it was 
inconsistent with the manufacturer's manual. Order 8900.1 3-3154A. Specifically, it 
contained a different emergency checklist procedure for landing with one engine than did the 
incomplete procedure in the Bombardier manual. Further, POI Lundgren failed to follow FAA 
procedure for approving a revision. Before accepting the change to the Colgan Air CFM, POI 
Lundgren was required to perform a detailed analysis of the submission. FAA Order 8900.1,3-
3154A. Lundgren "cut and pasted" the new checklist into Bombardier's AFM and then 
approved it within one day. This one-day period was insufficient for him to perform a detailed 
analysis of the submission. Additionally, revisions to aircraft operating procedures and 
checklists should be tested in realistic real-time scenarios and with a full crew complement 
before the change is approved by the FAA Order 8900.1,3-31 No such validation 
tests were conducted within the one-day time period between when Lundgren "cut and 
pasted" the Colgan Air CFM checklist into the Bombardier checklist and when he approved it. 

Finally, POI Lundgren's actions violated FAA rules and procedures because FAA rules 
expressly state that inspectors are not to develop the product for the operator. FAA Order 
8900.1, 2-399 and 3-2C. Even the Report could not completely ignore the inappropriateness of 
POI Lundgren's action and pasting" the Bombardier checklist and the indication that his 
first priority was servicing Air, not protecting the safety flying public. The Report 
explicitly states, "the was too willing to do Colgan's work for them, rather than requiring the 
carrier to do the work, with his oversight." Report, at 16. Report, however, then 
attempts to excuse the action by stating that the "cut and checklist was only used for 

at 16. 

in 2005 because he reported multiple 
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safety concerns, citing a lack of evidence. DOT Report, at 17. Throughout the Report's 
discussion of this disclosure, a clear bias against ASI Monte1eon is evident. The Report states 
that ASI Monteleon "was unable to provide specific information, clarify the allegations, or 
provide documents pertaining to these issues," but then states that he provided copies of two 
separate enforcement actions he initiated against Colgan Air. Id. Clearly, ASI Monteleon could 
not have failed to provide documentation while at the same time providing the investigator with 
copies of enforcement actions. The Report also fails to acknowledge that part of the reason ASI 
Monteleon could not provide addition specific information was that, in retaliation for his 
v/histleblowing activities, the F Ai1.. prohibited him from entering DOT or FAA property bet,veen 
March 25, 2009 and July 12,2009, which prevented him from accessing his paper or computer 
files. 

The Report again fails to acknowledge the larger ramifications of ASI Monte1eon's 
disclosures related to his service as Colgan Air POI from 2003 through 2005. Starting from the 
beginning of his tenure as PO I in 2003, ASI Monteleon observed that corporate culture at 
Colgan Air was one in which the management and the pilots disregarded safety regulations. He 
also observed that the Washington FSDO management complacently ignored this reckless 
manner of operation and indeed facilitated it by not pursuing enforcelnent actions and by 
minimizing sanctions those which some action was unavoidable. ignoring this pattern, 
the Report misses the opportunity to how the FAA contributed to the development and 
fostering of Colgan Air's culture of recklessness that resulted in two hull-loss, fatal airplane 
crashes in the last six years. 

9. 
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Director Bowser's performance was based on decreasing the instances of Category A and B 
runway incursions. FAA Air Traffic Organization Newsletter (Apr. 25, 2007) (Performance 
vs. Goals chart demonstrates that the FAA required fewer safety incursions for division to meet 
performance goals), attached as Exhibit 10. Thus, they had a strong motivation to ensure that 
runway collisions were classified as less severe Category C or incidents. 

The Report, however, dismisses ASI Monteleon's disclosure for several reasons, none of 
which are well-founded. First, it cites the self-serving denials of Vice President Davis, Acting 
Director Bowser, and the team members who succumbed to the pressure and lowered the 
classifications.9 DOT Report at 19. Given each person's complicity, their denials are neither 
surprising nor particularly probative, the actors were unlikely to to purposely 
manipulating safety statistics. 

Second, the Report cites the AOV audits finding that the ll1isclassifications that were 
overrated were nearly equal in nun1ber to those that were underrated as an indication that the 
misclassifications found were not a result of intentional pressure. Id. at 19-20. The Report's 
reliance on the AOV audit's classifications, however, is erroneous. Audit found that the 
whole classification fratnework under Order 7050.1 was invalid needed to be reformed. 
Since the fratnework was invalid, all classifications derived from that fralnework lack validity, 
including those that the AOV auditors made regarding the misclassifications. Therefore, the 
Report's reliance on the AOV audit findings as a basis to undercut Monteleon's disclosure 
regarding Vice President and Acting Director Bowser intentionally pressuring the Runway 

VA~'UUA.uv'ALnJuulSHu'JFU~~V~. 
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10. The FAA Used an "Unreliable" Runway Incursion Severity Classification Calculator to 
Assess Runway Incursions and Distributed that Calculator Internationally 

ASI Monteleon disclosed to the OSC that the FAA's Runway Incursion Severity 
Classification ("RISC") calculator was inaccurate and provided misleading statistics, which were 
relied upon by the Runway Incursion Assessment Team. In response, the DOT summarily 
dismissed this disclosure, making several incorrect statements that demonstrate its unwillingness 
to seriously investigate this issue to determine the extent of the safety problem. First, the Report 
incorrectly states that the RISC calculator was never used to evaluate severity classifications, 
except on a test basis. DOT Report, at 21. As the memorandum from Vice President Davis 
demonstrates, the FAA required the Runway Incursion Assessment Team to use the RISC 
calculator as part of the deliberation process. W. Davis, Memorandum re: Use of Runway 
Incursion Severity Classification (RISC) Calculator (August 31, 2006), attached as Exhibit 11. 
Since, as the Report states, the RISC calculator was unreliable, DOT Report, at 21, if the DOT 
was truly interested in evaluating the extent of the safety problem, it would have thoroughly 
investigated the role of RISC calculator in the decision making process. Further, it would 
have investigated how an unreliable program was pennitted to be used in the evaluation of a 
serious safety issue like runway incursions. 

Second, the Report attempts to miniInize the ongoing effect that the RISC calculator has 
by stating that the FAA does not intend to use the program for runway incursion classification. 

What this statement ignores, however, is that the FAA provided this program to 
International Civil Aviation Organization ("ICAO"), which has made program available-the 
........ ,,""1".-. ........ that the DOT and admit is 1 states. 

was 
criticism and recommendations that would help advance aviation safety. Instead of conducting 
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an independent and critical investigation, the DOT Inspector General accepted as true the 
unsupported claims of FAA and Colgan Air management, even in the face of compelling 
evidence provided by ASI Monteleon. Those disclosures that DOT Inspector General did not 
completely ignore, such as Captain Honan's violations and the deficiencies of Colgan Air's 
program, he minimized, so that the violations appeared to be of a minor nature that had already 
been addressed by the FAA. Thus, contrary to the Report's portrayal, the FAA still has yet to 
fully address the systemic problems that resulted in ASI Monteleon's disclosures and later in the 
Colgan Air tragedy. 

Sincerely, 

Debra 

Alexis Rickher 
Attorneys for Christopher Monteleon 

Enclosures 

cc: Ms. Jennifer 
Christopher Monteleon 
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Regards, 
Chris 

Chris Monteleon IAWAJFAA 
AFS-230, Voluntary Safety 
Programs Branch 

01/21/2008 12:58 PM 

Washington FSDO 
703-230-7664 x244 

To fJydoug2006@ 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Fw: DHC-8 Limitation Exceedences 

----- Forwarded by Chris Monteleon/AWAlFAA on 01/21/200812:57 PM ---

Chris Monteleon IAWAJFAA 
AFS-230, Voluntary Safety 
Programs Branch 

01/20/200812:35 PM 

To Barry BarbinilAEAlFAA, Norm Schwanke, Norm 
Schwankel AEAlF AA 

cc Douglas LundgrenfAEAlFAA@FAA, Edward J 
RobertsfAEAlFAA@FAA, Ro/andos Lazaris/AEAlFAA@FAA, 
Nick Scarpinatol AEAlF AA@FAA 

Subject DHC-8 Limitation Exceedences 

On Saturday, January 19, 2007, N 187WQ, DHC-8, may have exceeded a limitation, Vmo, twice in cruise 
as Flight 3490, once by approximately 4k to 6k; the second by 6k to 10k, each for less than approximately 
8 seconds. On the same date, the aircraft, as Flight 3492, may have exceed Vfe-15 degrees by 
approximately 6k to 10k for approximately 6 seconds. The flap overs peed was entered into the 
corresponding flight log (number may be 470540), and the aircraft inspected and RTS, as I understand it. 
Neither Vmo exceedence was entered into the log. 

As the aircraft was scheduled for flight the following morning, I contacted the subject-flight PIC Saturday 
night, (19th) to confirm he had reported the overspeeds. He stated he had not, but would immediately do 
so. I am unaware of the inspection-status regarding the possible Vmo exceedences. 

May we determine the actual airspeeds, above? 

Regards, 
Chris 
Washington FSDO 
703-230-7664 x244 
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Dear All: 

Douglas lundgren/AEAlFAA 
AEA-DCA-FSDO-27, 
Washington. DC 

02/11/2008 12:54 PM 

To Norm Schwanke/AEAlFAA@FAA. Barry 
Barbini/AEAfF AA@FAA 

cc donnienunn@colganair.com 

bcc deanbandavanis@colganair.com; jebbarrett@colganair.com 

Subject Bombardier Overspeed Reference Document 

Here is the Bombardier reference document on Overspeeds. Donnie is working on a draft Ops Bulletin to 
the DHC-8 Company Flight Manual (CFM) that will give guidacne to the pilot force about this. I'll share 
the draft Bulletin with you for your input when Donnie sends it to me. 

Rgds. 

Douglas J. Lundgren 
Principal Operations Inspector 
FAA-FSDO EA27 lAD 

w: 703-661-8160 Ex. 274 
f : 703-661-0693 
----. Forvvarded by Douglas Lundgren/AENFAA on 02/111200812:40 PM -----

"Barrett, Jeb" 
<JebBarrett@colganair.com 
> 

To Douglas Lundgren/AEAfFM@FM 

cc 
02/09/200803:22 PM 

Subject FW: 

Doug, 
This is may help explain some of the events of recent. Donnie asked me to send it your way. 
Jeb 

From: Lindenfelser, Sean 
Sent: Saturday, February 09, 20082:08 PM 
To: Barrett, Jeb 
Subject: 

.... ON A/C ALL 
OPERATION AT MORE THAN THE MAXIMUM OPERATING SPEED - INSPECTION/CHECK 
TASK 05-50-28-210-801 
Inspection After Operation at More Than the Maximum Operating Speed 
1. General 
A The maintenance procedure that follow is for the inspection of the aircraft after 
exceeding the maximum operating speed. 
B. For Maximum Operating Speed (Vmo). refer to the Airplane Flight Manual (PSM 
1-84-1A). Airspeed Limitations. 
NOTE: At Vmo +6 KIAS, a warning horn should sound. 
C. If the aircraft for any reason exceeds Vmo, refer to the following conditions and do the 
applicable inspection procedure. 



(1) Condition #1. Below 10,000, feet with any turbulence and/or maneuvering (with bank 
30° and above)~ and with airspeed up to \bno_,+.1.Q, KJAS or Max 285 KIAS. 

Condition #2. Below 10,000 feet with any turbulence and/or maneuvering (with bank 
angle 30° and above), and with airspeed exceeding,Ymo +10K,IAS or above Max 
285 KIAS. "_." 

(3) Condition #3. At 10,000 feet and above, with any turbulence and/or maneuvering 
(with bank angle 30° and above), 'and with airspeed up to Vmo +6 KIAS. 
(4) Condition #4. At 10,000 feet and above, with airspeed' 9)i£ceeding' \lmo +6 KIA.§. 
(5) Condition #5. Below 10,000 feet with no turbulence and maneuvering (with 'bank 
angle less than 30°). and with airspeed up to Vrno +10 KIAS or Max 285 KIAS. "No 
inspection is required." 
(6) Condition #6. At 10,000 feet and above, with no turbulence and flight is in a straight 
line with airspeed up to Vmo +4 KIAS. 
2. Job Set-Up Information 
Subtask 05-50-28-200-001 
A. Information 
REFERENCE DESIGNATION 
TASK 05-50-11-210-801 Inspection After Extreme Turbulence or 
Buffeting 
TASK 27-10-00-710-801 Operational Test of the Aileron Control System 
TASK 27-20-00-710-802 Operational Test of the Rudder Control System 
TASK 27-30-00-710-801 Operational Test of the Elevator Control System 
TASK 27-50-00-710-801 Oper~tional Test of the Wing Flaps Control 
System 
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE MANUAL 
MASTER 

EFFECTiVITY: See Pageblock 05-50-28 page 601 

Oct 05/2007 

Page 601 

more 
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Douglas Lundgren IAEAlF AA 
, AEA-OCA-FSDO-27, 

Washington, DC 

01/2212008 08:08 PM 

Dear Chris: 

To Chris MonteleonJAWAlFAA@FM 

cc Edward J Roberts/AEAlFM@FM 

bee 

Subject Bill Honan APD Status 

I received your bullet points on Bill's Honan's performance. I discussed the highlights today with company 
Flight Ops, Flight Standards, and Pilot Training Management. I passed along to the group the evaluation 
you had shared with Donnie that Bill should be suspended from APD privileges. 

I did not get into specifics of re-training for APD as you were still formulating that plan. I also did not 
mention the subject of a 709 at this time. 

Bill H. is now only an initial cadre check airman (not a full check airman); he has an FAA initial cadre letter 
and an APD letter. As to the check airman status, that could be suspended temporarily or worst case we 
could simply choose not to make him a full check airman. 

I did not specifically determine if Bill H. wrote up the VMO exceedances, though it was discussed in 
general terms with the group. I will make that request tomorrow to the company. 

Since I may not be in the office tomorrow, chris, I would like to ask you to draft up a letter of APD and 
initial cadre check airman suspension, pending retraining. 
You should decide if you want to add in.that letter the element of you meeting with him after the retraining. 

Thank you, 

Douglas J. Lundgren 
Principal Operations Inspector 
F AA--FSDO EA27 lAD 
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01-21-2008Doug, 

I have two concerns regarding Bill Honan: his ongoing status as checkairman, and 
the same as APD. As you and I discussed Sunday, I have given Bill my vote of 
confidence, pending resolution by you and me, and Jeb and Dean of certain observations 
of mine. On January 19,2008, Donnie interjected himself into the ADEprogram, which I 
permitted to this extent: His statement he would not assign Honan any checkairman or 
APD duties pending further notice from the FAA. 

Observations 

January 19, 2007, three DHC-8 training flights; three PICs; Bill in a seat on all flights -

Unsat: Conduct as APD (and checkairman) i/aJw 8900. lADE and MOD provisions 
regarding: 

attitude 

o during initial part of debrief, argumentative, almost confrontational attitude 
with APM 

receiving suggestions from APM 

.. insistent pushback on maintenance writeups 

.. crosswind correction during rollout moderate-to-high crosswind on snow 

o knowledge of profile callouts, adherence to the same, and apparent lack of 

to 



exceeded airframe limitations 

two V rno events in cruise flight 

flap speed during missed approach 

• two successive, failed visual approaches to runway 

failure to recognize exceeding V mo should be reported to maintenance 

failure to check ship's documents prior to flight 

Unsat and unsaf~: 

Failure to recognize an inop ACARS was a maintenance event 

During debrief, initial reluctance to acknowledge the responsibility 
approaches was his 

the two 

Demeaning, overbearing, and impatient demeanor and tone of voice during l'''''r~o:l1'''' 

periods of instruction 

Initial inability of determine, as a checkairman, the technical reasons for problems 
encountered during certain events 

Judgement: Initial failure to recognize personal physical/fatigue limits; then, failure 
to act upon them, the same having later been recognized. Judgement led to fatigue 
led to, in part, failed approaches 

AU ..... ,U"''"' are a 

C:\Documents and Settin2:s\OVllUer\Mv Documents\Doug.doc 





MAY-18-2009 09:00P FROM:RESTON-VA-USA-20190 703-796-1411 

Federal viatlc£1 
inistratlon 

m 

March 1 

TO: 2022991148 

washmgton Flight Standards District OffIce 
13873 Park Center Road #475 
Herndon, VirginIa 20171 

(703) 230·7664 Fax (703) 230-7720 

To: 

Fron1: 

Jeffrey Denny, Represent~ivjit ....... '" s;...z"'Y'~-I{;I:., 
Manager, Washington Flight Stan ~rict Offi~ EA Fs60 27 

Subject: Step 2 Ke~>DOlnse 

In accordance with ArticJe 7(b) the Collective Bargaining 
(GSA), this is in response to your Step 2 notification dated February 
concerning work assignment. 

In review of the relevant indicate that on 
aware of an incident ,.e. ... ~II",...:II"Io,.. Monteleon's 
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DATE 
EJft NUMBER KNOWN DESCRIPTION 

12120101 

Udated: 

WASHINGTON f .... _ ..J EIR LOG - FY2008 

FAR 
VIOLATED 

121 

91 

RECOMMENDED 
ACTION 

119.5(9) ot Correction 

121.23(8) Stale 

NAME OF 
VIOLATOR 

Levya 

Ale NO. INSP 

N9CJ OJL 

KWC 

TOR 

NlA 

CJM 

RPN 

AJr N/A 

Page 2 of 3 

DATE 
DAYS 

12121107 • 12114101 

01114108 

01128101 02114/08 

03115108 

04111/08 

POC:Charlene 
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ATO Service Areas 

&. Transition 

ATO Info 

from the fleid 

ATO Strategy I More 

ATO finance 

Performance/ Metrics 

On The Hilt 

Box 

leadership Summit 

ATO library 

Contract Highlights 
more •.• 

Aviation Heritage 

Setting the Record Straight: 
Metro 
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Faderal Aviation 
dmlnlatratlon 

um 
August JIll 2006 

PauJ 

Arthur Sullivan, Dir~or9 Operational 

Jeffrey Loagu~ Director, Risk Reduction Information 

From: J William S. 

'P~"CllII"IIIIII'I by: 

Subject: of Runway Incursion Severity Classification (lUSC) Calculator 

The purpose ofthls memo is to codify the Runway Incursion Severity Classification (RISe) 
process. We must ensure standardization of ratings of severity of runway incursions,. and ensure 
consistency in the rating process into the future. The RISe calculator bas been in use for over 2 

and has proven reliable and sbould continue in use. 


